
safety guard

Push rivet

Blade

1. Cut the designated handle parts out with the blade provided in the kit.

Cut the wooden handle parts slightly wider than the outer line. 
Run the blade through the designated line more than once for a clean cut. 
Shave the remaining line to create a smooth edge. 

Cut along the outer line.

Front side Shave off the remaining 
wood on the outer line.

2. Attach the safety guard to the blade and shave the handle to customize your knife. 

Overlay the blade on top of the safety guard and push the rivets into the holes.
As shown in the image on the right, secure the blade and safe guard as you push 
the rivet heads into the holes. 

Push in

Secured

Please do not alter the back side of the wooden handle. Push the rivet heads up and pull out to 
disassemble when shaving is complete. 

Push in

Released

3. Use the sandpaper in the kit for a smooth finish.

Start sanding the handle with the courser 
of the two sandpapers, #120. To create a 
smooth surface, follow up with sandpaper #240.

Screw the safety guard, handle parts and 
the blade together with the screw driver 
included in the kit. You can use it without 
the safety guard, if you decide to take it off.

4. Connect the pieces.

※ To prevent surface stains and cracks to the handle, apply oil to the wax wood finish.

Push rivet

⑥  Safety guard      1    

⑦  Push rivet       2 sets

⑥ ⑦

Blade

Brass screws
Wooden handle parts

Sandpaper
Screwdriver

each

 sets
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Important Safety Instruction

・   To avoid risk of injury from the sharp blade, please follow all safety precautions. 
・   Adult supervision is required when children use the knife kit. 
・   Because of the natural wood used in our products, slight curves, color variation and resin are present. 
・   Knives are not dishwasher and dryer safe. 
・   Do not drop, throw or point your knife at anyone. 
・   Please handle your knife with care. Blades are subject to damage when hit or dropped. 
・   Do not use your knife with strong force. Hard surfaces and rough usage may result in damage or a dull blade edge. 
・   Only use the knife as designated. Do not use your knife as a chisel, screwdriver, awl or can opener. 
・   Do not use your blade to pry open objects as it could result in chipping or breakage. 
・   Hold the knife handle parts correctly and always keep your eyes on the knife when in use.
・   Do not touch the blade with your bare hands.
・   This knife is intended for household use and not for commercial use. 
・   Keep the knife in safety place when not in use.

Knife Care

・    To keep your knife clean and dry, regularly wipe moisture and dirt off the blade. 
・    Apply a light coat of oil to the blade after each use to prevent rust.
・    When not in use, keep your knife in a cool, dry place. 
・    Wet handles are prone to cracking, so thoroughly dry your knife after cleaning. 
・    Use wax or oil on the wood handle to prevent dirt accumulation, deformities and cracks.
・    To retain the quality of the metal, please sharpen your blade when it is chipped or dull.


